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ABSTRACT 

 

 

My thesis concentrates on the trope of music as a mystical power within pre-

Christian Irish folklore.  I have emphasized folk tales and songs from four Cycles of Irish 

folk literature.  The Mythological Cycle:  these stories are of the former gods and origins 

of the Irish and are considered to illustrate the Golden Age.  The Ulster Cycle (Ultonian 

Cycle):  traditionally set around the first century CE, these stories involve action taking 

place in the provinces of Ulster and Connacht and are considered to represent the Heroic 

Age.  The King Cycle (Historical Cycle):  written by Irish poets and bards, these stories 

are about the genealogy of kings in Ireland through the combination of mythology and 

history.  And the Fianna Cycle:  stories from around the third century CE about Fionn 

Mac Cumhail and his band of warriors, the Fianna.   

Generally speaking, there are three categories of music in Irish folklore:  geantraí, 

the music of happiness; goltraí, the music of sadness; and suantraí, the music of sleep 

and meditation.   In the Cycles, these three kinds of music are used in various ways, 

usually as a way to control people, items, or the outcomes of events through weaponry, 

sorcery, or beauty.  An example of this is a story from the Mythological Cycle called 

Battle of Magh Tuireadin.  In this story, the Dagda (the father deity of the Tuatha Dé 

Danann) searched for his sacred harp Uaithne, who had been taken by the Fomorians.  

When the Dagda saw the harp hanging on the wall, he called it and began to use all three 

types of music.  Opening with goltraí, he made the women in attendance weep; 

continuing with geantraí, he caused the young people to erupt with laughter; and ending 

with suantraí, to lull the whole assembly to sleep in order to escape with his harp 

unharmed.    

Along with excerpted texts from the four Cycles, I employ secondary sources 

drawing upon literary analysis, folklore scholarship, as well as certain aspects of pre-

Christian Irish history and ethnography.  My methodology includes close reading and 

textual analysis.  An important source that influenced my methodology is Ann Buckley’s 

“Music as Symbolic Sound in Medieval Irish Society.”   I more completely and 

concretely demonstrate the use of music as a source of power or magic in Irish folklore, 

and in turn to demonstrate the importance and status of music and musicians during 

Ireland’s pre-Christian era.   
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CHAPTER ONE 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Thesis Statement 

Pre-Christian Irish culture was one of many very rich oral traditions involving 

storytelling, music, and folklore as well as other knowledge systems. These traditions 

were taught and continued through an oral/aural process.  Later, in the early Christian 

period (circa 6th century CE), these stories were written down and more permanently 

preserved.  An especially interesting theme linking two knowledge systems within these 

stories is magical music: the use of music/sound as a tool for supernatural or superhuman 

accomplishments.  Through the analysis of folk literature from pre-Christian Ireland, I 

explore the use of music as a source of power or magic, and thereby demonstrate the high 

status of music and musicians during Ireland’s pre-Christian era. 

I focus specifically upon music as magical sound in four Cycles from this period: 

the Mythological Cycle, Ulster Cycle, King Cycle, and the Fianna Cycle.  The stories 

within the different Cycles come from various manuscripts:  those written between the 

eighth century and the eleventh century include Lebor na hUidre, which is in the library 

of the Royal Irish Academy, the Book of Leinster in the Library of Trinity College, 

Dublin, and the Rawlinson manuscript, which is housed in the Bodleian Library at 

Oxford University.1  Those written between the fourteenth century and fifteenth century 

                                                           
1 Jeffery Gantz, ed., Early Irish Myths and Sagas (London, England:  Penguin Books, 1981). 
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include The Yellow Book of Lecan, The Great Book of Lecan, The Book of Hy Many, and 

The Book of Ballymote.2   

The Mythological Cycle focuses upon the gods and origins of the Irish and the 

Tuatha Dé Danann, a tribe of people of the goddess Danu who live in the Other World.  

Stories from the Ulster Cycle, also known as the Ultonian Cycle, are set during the first 

century CE, in the provinces of Ulster and Connacht.  Stories from the King Cycle, also 

known as the Historical Cycle, were recorded by Irish poets and bards, and contain the 

genealogy of kings in Ireland from the third century CE through the eleventh century 

CE.3  This cycle contains stories written in a combination of mythology and history.  

Stories from the Fianna Cycle are set in the third century CE and includes depictions of 

Fionn Mac Cumhail and his band of warriors, the Fianna.4    

Within these folk tales there exists a recurrent theme of using music in a magical 

fashion.  Three specific categories of magical music are identified: geantraí, the music of 

happiness; goltraí, the music of sadness; and suantraí, the music of sleep and meditation.  

For the most part, these genres of music are intentionally employed to achieve a desired 

goal, typically one which furthers the narrative.  An example of this is the story 

Cearbhall Ó Dálaigh within the Ulster Cycle, which describes the pursuit of Eleanor 

Kavanagh by the poet, Cearbhall.5  Eleanor’s father refuses the marriage between Eleanor 

and Cearbhall and instead arranges a marriage between Eleanor and a wealthy suitor.  In 

                                                           
2 Ibid. 
3 Patricia Monaghan, The Encyclopedia of Celtic Mythology and Folklore (New York, NY:  Facts on File, 

Inc, 2004), 246. 
4 It is important to note that although the Four Cycles are categorized by certain parameters, a few stories 

overlap multiple cycles. 
5 Gearóid Ó hAllmhuráin, Pocket History of Irish Traditional Music (Dublin, Ireland:  The O'Brien Press 

Ltd., 1998), 43-44. 
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a last attempt to take Eleanor away, Cearbhall disguises himself as a beggar in order to 

gain entry to the betrothal party.  The poet finds a harp and plays music, which causes all 

in attendance to fall asleep (suantraí) and is thus able to escape with Eleanor.   

On the other hand, there are also instances involving an indirect use of magical 

music: music that performs a certain supernatural function without the performer 

intending it to do so.  An example of this is the story Tochmare Étaine from the Ulster 

Cycle.6  Étaine, Midir’s second wife, is turned into a worm by Fúamnach, Midir’s first 

wife, in a jealous rage.  After Fúamnach leaves Étaine in her new state, she is 

transformed into a crimson fly.  When Midir learns what has happened to Étaine, he 

becomes distraught.  While searching for Midir, Étaine stumbles upon him sleeping and 

begins rubbing her wings together, which creates such beautiful music (geantraí) that her 

husband’s pain disappears.   

 

Background 

Due to a tradition of oral transmission within the pre-Christian Irish culture, 

mythology and folk stories reflect variant details across different regions.  Examples of 

details that might change from one region to the next include names, locations, or 

situational endings.  Because of the variant details within stories, comparing the stories 

can be difficult.   

The ability to memorize these stories and histories gave a person an important 

status within society, usually with the position of a poet or bard.  Poets, known as filidh in 

                                                           
6 Marie Heaney, Over Nine Waves: A Book of Irish Legends (London, England:  Faber and Faber Limited, 

1995), 24. 
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Irish, were employed by patrons of noble status, such as kings, for purposes which 

involved creating heroic tales of the family.  These filidh were both respected for their 

knowledge and training, as in their adjudication of territory disputes, and were also feared 

for their ability to curse an object or person with the power of the recited word.7  Because 

of these traits, poets expected to be treated well by patrons and had the freedom to leave 

those patrons as they chose.   

Beyond the general observation that the poet occupied an important status within 

society, there were sub-levels within the professional hierarchy.  According to the 

Dialogue of the Two Sages (Agallamh an da Shuadh), the three levels within this 

hierarchy include the basic rank of poet, represented by a staff with bronze branches; the 

anradh, the second-grade poet represented by a staff with silver branches; and the 

ollamh, the chief poet represented by a branch with gold branches.8   

Poets were respected in different ways, based on their level within the hierarchy 

because becoming a poet was a lengthy process, entailing extensive training.  

Requirements to obtain the position included knowing the different medicinal properties 

of herbs, the names of trees and plants, regional oral histories, cultural customs, and chief 

or king stories.  Other requirements involved memorizing 10,000 poems, and learning 

300 secret languages, such as ogham script.  Ogham is an alphabet consisting on a 

combination of lines (similar to runes) and is found in the Book of Ballymote as the 

                                                           
7 Dáithí Ó hÓgáin, "Poetry in Social Life: Survival in Ireland of Old European Ideas" Hungarian Journal of 

English and American Studies (HJEAS) 10/1/2, Irish Literature and Culture: Getting into Contact 

(Spring/Fall, 2004): 218 Accessed:  October 29, 2015, http://www.jstor.org/stable/41274276. 
8 Ann Buckley, "Music as Symbolic Sound in Medieval Irish Society" Music and Irish Cultural History 

1995, ed. Gerard Gillen and Harry White (Kill Lane, Blackrock, Co. Dublin:  Irish Academic Press LTD, 

2008), 34. 
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Ogham tract.  More commonly, this script is also found on memorial stones; 300 in 

Ireland and 57 in Britain.9  The exact origin of ogham is unknown; however, according to 

the Ogham Tract, it was created by Ogma, a warrior and champion, who was also skilled 

in language and poetry, in order to prove his intelligence.10  This act of earning respect 

through the display of proficiency in language and poetry supports the notion that in 

Ireland such skills possessed power.   

In contrast to other locations, pre-Christian oral tradition in Ireland was relatively 

extensively transcribed and preserved.  When St. Patrick (385-461 AD) came to Ireland 

in 432 AD with the goal of Christian conversion, instead of seeking to eradicate the 

indigenous culture, he and his monks documented as many stories, poems, and histories 

as possible.  Those stories that were recorded came to be known as the Cycles of 

Mythology.  Converted Irish poets also helped with translations and were able to record 

both in the Latin and Irish language.11   

However, when Christian monks recorded pre-Christian beliefs, they inevitably 

felt it necessary to modify the content.  Some monks would write their opinions in the 

margins of the stories they were documenting. For example, a monk copying Táin Bó 

Cualnge, wrote a personal message stating that he did not believe every detail within the 

story, and that “some things were the work of the devil, some are poetic inventions, some 

are true, and some are meant for the delight of fools.”12  Other monks provided versions 

                                                           
9 Kevin Duffy, Who Were the Celts? (New York, NY:  Fall Rivers Press, 1996), 143. 
10 L. J. D. Richardson, "The Word 'Ogham'" Hermathena 62 (November 1943):  96 Accessed:  October 24, 

2015, http://www.jstor.org/stable/23037551. 
11 Duffy, Who Were the Celts?, 152. 
12 Ibid., 153-154. 
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that combined the two literary traditions.  For examples, Irish gods were typically 

reinvented as Saints:  Brigid, the goddess of healing, poetry, and spring time, was 

changed to Saint Brigit, patron saint of healing wells and the spring season, and so on.13 

 

Methodology 

My methodology revolves around comparative textual reading and analysis of 

various excerpts from the four cycles of Irish mythology.  I use literary sources that have 

been previously translated into English and which reference the original Irish texts.  I also 

reference sources that have translated the original manuscripts from Middle Irish to 

Modern Irish.    By analyzing how music is framed or contextualized within the examples 

I have chosen from the Four Cycles, I can demonstrate the importance of music across 

different regions and time periods of Ireland. 

As part of my process of analysis, I have searched through different examples 

from the Four Cycles for patterns concerning music or sound being used in a magical 

fashion.  I first searched for key words such as music (ceol) or sound (fuaim or glór).  

After I found these words, I read the context in which the sound or music was being used, 

noting first the emotional response that is associated.  Through this method, I found ten 

stories as well as additional examples concerning Irish deities that involve magical music.  

For the purpose of this study, I use six of the ten stories along with the Irish deity 

examples.  Focusing on the types of magical music – geantraí, goltraí, and suantraí – I 

have further searched for adjectives including “happy” (séanmhar or sona), “sad” 

                                                           
13 Ibid., 151. 
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(brónach), “sleeping” (suan or codladh) and other similar words, in order to identify 

patterns and themes that can be recognized as cultural characteristics.  With these tools, I 

interpreted patterns that reoccur throughout the stories and employed them to illustrate 

the Cycles’ shared understanding of the idea of power and sound. 

In my textual analysis, I focus upon different factors in different stories.  One 

factor, for example, is the type of music being used.  A related consideration involves 

what instrumentation is being used, along with its symbolic connotations:  for example, 

the association of playing the harp versus singing or playing horns or pipes.  Analyzing 

the associations of instrumentation serves to reflect the status of an instrument within 

Irish culture, and how a person could rise in social status by learning that instrument, as 

well as revealing the common gender expectations around music.  And, as is the case 

throughout this study, an equally important consideration in all examples is the 

previously mentioned genres, geantraí, goltraí, and suantraí.   

A second focal factor is the particular application of music in the particular story: 

as a weapon, for punishment or entertainment, to eradicate pain, or to create happiness.  

The particular application stimulates a certain emotional or physical response relating to 

the maker’s intention.  However, it should be noted that a particular emotional or physical 

response is not always the expected reaction.  For example, when using music as a 

weapon, one might assume that a deity playing a horn causes the opponents hearts to 

stop.  This is usually not the case.  Music can function more indirectly as a weapon by 

causing the opponents to sleep or to become physically weaker.  This is where the three 

genres of music are important when analyzing the intentions and implications of music in 
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the narrative situation.  Geantraí, goltraí, and suantraí are correlated in complex 

relationships which also reveal the interrelationships between narrative, characters, and 

intentions. 

A third factor is the particular identity of the character using the music.  That 

character’s personality, status, and gender are important factors because they help to 

illustrate her or his music’s role in demonstrating rank or respect.  For example, certain 

Irish deities use music to change the seasons, to change outcomes of a battle, or to obtain 

kingly titles.  Beyond the omnipotence of gods, poets can bring an entire army to tears 

and cause armies to correct wrongs they have committed.  A wide range of characters of 

different status use music in a magical way – in this sense, music not only reflects but 

also can actually enhance power and status. 

 

Literature Review 

The scholarly literature on Irish folk tale gives significant insight into particular 

topics that are key to understanding the connection between music and magic as a 

symbolic power, and to a general understanding of folklore as well.  Such material 

involves the wider field of Irish folk literature, as well as different approaches to folklore 

analysis, specific definitions of music, and history and culture in pre-Christian Ireland. 
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Original Irish Texts 

  All of the original Irish stories in my analysis are manuscripts written in Old or 

Middle Irish.  Most of these manuscripts can be found on the Corpus of Electronic Texts 

(CELT) in their original form as well as in Modern Irish or English translations.14  I have 

also chosen other secondary sources that are translated in English.  

 

Irish Folk Literature 

My research focuses upon folk literature. Eoin Neeson’s Deirdre and Other Great 

Stories from Celtic Mythology includes different stories from three of the Cycles 

(Mythological, Ulster, and Fianna), along with contemporary folk tales, and is supported 

with references to the manuscripts as well as scholarly works that discuss Irish history.15 

Born in Ireland, Neeson was a historian, author, journalist, as well as a government press 

chief.  In his introduction, Neeson states that “a function of myths is to provide answers 

to natural, social, cultural, and biological phenomena” which is a valid theory for 

musicologists as it is in any history based field.16  While I consider this source to be an 

academic one, Neeson does admits to extending certain narratives through the addition of 

background of events and characters cross-referenced from other sources.  Neeson also 

states that he tried to use a mixture of sophisticated and vernacular styles in order to 

retain the story-telling tradition.17  

                                                           
14 "CELT - Corpus of Electronic Texts" Resource for Irish History, Literature and Politics, Accessed on 

January 15, 2016, http://www.ucc.ie/celt/. 
15 Eoin Neeson, Deirdre and Other Great Stories from Celtic Mythology (Edinburgh, UK:  Mainstream 

Publishing Company LTD, 1997). 
16 Ibid., 9. 
17 Ibid., 34. 
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Marie Heaney’s Over Nine Waves: A Book of Irish Legends includes stories from 

the four main Cycles and provides descriptions and the history of the Cycles.18  Heaney, 

also born in Ireland, was trained as a teacher, received a master’s degree in Irish Studies 

in University College, Dublin, and writes for both television and newspapers.  Because 

Heaney altered the text by adding details from different sources or by cutting details out 

because of the length of the narrative, I consider this source to be a literary one.  Heaney 

also emphasizes her desire that the information be available and understood by the 

general public, which is a more popular approach to story-telling. 

Gearóid Ó hAllmhuráin’s Pocket History of Irish Traditional Music focuses on 

the history of Ireland’s musical development and provides examples of folk stories that 

describe the different types of music used (geantraí, goltraí, and suantraí).19  Ó 

hAllmhuráin is a leading ethnomusicologist, author, musician, and historian specializing 

in Irish music, diaspora, cultural and memory studies. This particular source is an 

academic source and cites specific sections of the original manuscripts to discuss cultural 

situations and behaviors. 

P.W. Joyce’s Old Celtic Romances: Tales from Irish Mythology includes stories 

from the four main Cycles.20 Although this particular source is over 100 years old, the 

stories were personally selected and translated from manuscripts at Trinity College and 

the Royal Irish Academy. Another interesting fact about this source is that Joyce 

provided translations of narratives that had not previously been published or even 

                                                           
18 Heaney, Over Nine Waves. 
19 Ó hAllmhuráin, Pocket History. 
20 P.W. Joyce, Old Celtic Romances:  Tales from Irish Mythology (Mineola, NY:  Dover Publications, Inc., 

2001). 
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translated.  Joyce was an Irish historian, writer, and music collector.  It must be 

acknowledged that Joyce took poetic liberties when assembling these narratives together: 

he says his “translation follows the original closely enough in narrative and incident; but 

so far as mere phraseology is concerned, [he has] used the English language freely, not 

allowing [himself] to be trammeled by too close an adherence to the very words of the 

text.”21  Joyce does provide specific details on the research and translation process of 

each narrative that is provided. 

 

Textual Analysis 

In order to interpret the inner workings or meaning of music in Irish folktale, it is 

important to use consistent and rigorous analytical approaches.  Alan Dundes’ “The 

Study of Folklore in Literature and Culture:  Identification and Interpretation,” discusses 

the two goals involved with analyzing folklore in literature and in culture.22  Step one is 

to be “objective and empirical,” while step two is to be “subjective and speculative.”23  In 

simpler terms, Dundes means to first identify the word, phrase, or motif and only then to 

interpret it.  Dundes also provides different examples of ways to apply these steps to 

poems, lullabies, and interviews that concentrate on oral tradition folklore. 

My methodology is also heavily influenced by Ann Buckley’s “Music as 

Symbolic Sound in Medieval Irish Society.”24  Buckley provides an approach to dealing 

                                                           
21 Ibid., 4. 
22 Alan Dundes, "The Study of Folklore in Literature and Culture: Identification and Interpretation" The 

Journal of American Folklore 78/308 (April - June 1965): 136-142, Accessed:  February 21, 2016, 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/538280. 
23 Ibid., 136. 
24 Ann Buckley, "Music as Symbolic Sound.” 
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with the different symbolic sounds both in Irish folklore and in documented history.  For 

example, she analyzes the meaning of the different seasons of the year as they are 

associated with different types of music:  winter symbolizing weeping (goltraí), summer 

with laughing (geantraí), and autumn with sleeping (suantraí).    

However, her essay focuses more on the poet’s role in ancient Ireland, the 

instruments associated with that role, and the symbolic relationship of the two.  Drawing 

upon essentially the same approach to symbolic interpretation, I focus in contrast upon 

patterns of musical meaning and association as revealed by the text.  Buckley provides 

concrete and persuasive examples, while acknowledging that these interpretations are 

necessarily based upon incomplete and therefore somewhat ambiguous sources. My 

approach was similarly driven by complete and specific examples while admitting a 

certain degree of interpretative reconstruction. 

 

Defining Music 

Traditional musicologists might define music as vocal or instrumental sounds (or 

both) combined in such a way as to produce beauty of form, harmony, and expression of 

emotion.25  In contrast, ethnomusicologists might consider “humanly organized sound” as 

a better definition.26  Even Toru Takemistu, a Japanese composer and writer on aesthetics 

and music theory who embraced a balance between life and nature, stated that “music 

                                                           
25 Meriam-Webster.com, s.v. "music," Accessed November 2, 2015, http://www.merriam-

webster.com/dictionary/music. 
26 John Blacking, How Musical is Man (Seattle, WA:  University of Washington Press, 1976), 10. 
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should be based on a profound relationship to nature.”27  For the purpose of this study, I 

define music “as motion-form perceptible through the ear,” or more simply, organized 

sound.28  This choice of definition is particularly influenced by the necessity of 

addressing examples of music within the folk literature as produced by humans, deities, 

animals, and insects.  Because in medieval Irish literature, nature intersects frequently 

with music, my definition needs to reflect this interaction.   

Defining music specifically within the context of Irish mythology is key in order 

to understand what it was, how it was created, and how it could be used.  Buckley 

describes the techniques used to induce certain feelings through mimicking certain 

sounds which stimulate by human memory.29  Examples include sounds of thunder, wind, 

water, and other sounds that are associated with different seasons of the year.  Because of 

medieval Irish culture’s strong ties to nature and the desire to mimic natural sounds, the 

definition of music involving “organized sound” seems most appropriate.  This 

interpretation also helps identify the use of the genres of geantraí, goltraí, and suantraí.   

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
27 Toru Takemitsu, "Nature and Music" The Book of Music and Nature: An Anthology of Sounds, Words, 

Thoughts 1962, ed. David Rothenberg and Marta Ulvaeus (Middletown, CT:  Wesleyan University Press, 

2001), 184. 
28 Daniel Albright, Panaesthetics: On the Unity and Diversity of the Arts (London, England:  Yale 

University Press, 2014), 174. 
29 Ann Buckley, "Music as Symbolic Sound,” 28. 
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Irish History and Culture in Pre-Christian Era 

Dáithí Ó hÓgáin’s The Sacred Isle:  Belief and Religion in Pre-Christian Ireland 

describes the history and culture of Ireland from the pre-Christian era through Christian 

conversion.30  In order to connect music and magic in folklore with the status of music in 

Irish culture, it is essential to understand the history and cultural characteristics of pre-

Christian Ireland.  What makes this source so important is the fact that Ó hÓgáin 

discusses social mannerisms and the rite of sovereignty along with druids, their practices, 

their teachings, and the culture surrounding the gods.   

Kevin Duffy’s Who Were the Celts? provides similar insights into pre-Christian 

Irish history and culture.31  Duffy discusses, for example, the migration of the Celtic 

people, Ireland’s invasion history, food-ways, trends in clothing style, both oral and 

written language (ogham script), and Christian conversion, as well as music traditions 

common before and after the advent of Christianity. 

Gearóid Ó hAllmhuráin’s Pocket History of Irish Traditional Music helps 

contextualize the cultural aspects of music throughout the history of Ireland. 32   This 

source identifies important developmental points for Irish music and history.  Specific 

considerations of music aspects are important because it helps me unpack the 

complexities of musical meaning within the folk stories.   

 

 

                                                           
30 Dáithí Ó hÓgáin, The Sacred Isle: Belief and Religion in Pre-Christian Ireland (Woodbridge, Suffolk:  

The Boydell Press, 1999). 
31 Duffy, Who Were the Celts?. 
32 Ó hAllmhuráin, Pocket History. 
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Implications of Research 

My analysis of the trope of music as a mystical power within pre-Christian Irish 

folklore shows different ways that folklore shaped perceptions of music in both medieval 

and modern Ireland.  My examples illustrate the different capacities for musical magic in 

four Cycles.  My argument is that folklore reveals the importance of music as power and 

status in the pre-Christian era.   

My analysis builds from the work of previous scholars.  Within this literature, 

there is a tendency towards analysis of poetry and folk literature to investigate the poet’s 

status or the connotations of instruments; there are parallels here between such 

symbolism in medieval and modern Irish musical culture.  Because I bring to bear 

musical awareness in this literary material, my analysis enhances existing scholarly 

knowledge of the topic, as well as related research on modern Irish culture.  My 

particular emphasis is the effects music caused and how those effects reveal its power.   
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CHAPTER TWO 

 

MUSICAL LESSONS 
 

Story telling is an old tradition used to preserve and transmit cultural information, 

history, and important life lessons.  Although fairytales or folk tales are not necessarily 

intended for children, they serve as a tool to teach morals and social customs.33  There are 

numerous lessons offered within folk tales.  One example of a moral lesson includes the 

story The Boy Who Cried Wolf.  In this story, a boy consistently lies about seeing a wolf 

and eventually when a wolf shows up, no one believes him and the shepherd’s animals 

are eaten – in some versions, the boy is eaten as well.34  The lesson of this story is not to 

be a liar because in the end, even if a liar tells the truth, they will still be punished. 

One recurring idea within folk tales is that a beautiful or positive reaction can 

come out of a horrible situation.  This idea is a frequent trope used in folklore within 

various cultures, including the pre-Christian Irish culture.  The lesson associated with this 

positive attitude is to be able to endure life’s hardships and live a happy life no matter the 

circumstances.  Chapter Two analyzes the folk stories, Tochmare Étaine (The Wooing of 

Étaine) and Ciann Lir (The Children of Lir), while discussing the function of teaching a 

lesson within a fairytale, the use of music within those lessons, and what that represents 

within pre-Christian Irish culture.35 

                                                           
33 Clarese A. James, "Folklore and Fairy Tales," Folklore, 56/4 (December 1945), 336, Accessed:  August 

23, 2017, http://www.jstor.org/stable/1256727. 
34 B. E. Perry, "Demetrius of Phalerum and the Aesopic Fables," Transactions and Proceedings of the 

American Philological Association, 93 (1962), 292-293, Accessed: August 23, 2017, 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/283766. 
35 Heaney, Over Nine Waves. 22-30; 37-49. 
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Tochmare Étaine (The Wooing of Étaine) 

 

 Toachmare Étaine is from the Ulster cycle and describes Étaine’s unfortunate 

situations.36  This story begins with Midir, a handsome prince of the Tuatha Dé Danann, 

and his wife, Fuamnach.37  After Midir’s foster son leaves, Midir becomes lonely and 

leaves his wife in his fortress to visit the son.  On the way, he meets a king’s daughter, 

Étaine.  Her beauty is famously known and Midir immediately falls in love with her.  He 

takes Étaine and goes to his son’s home, forgetting anyone else exists.  He stays with 

Étaine for a year, before returning to his own home and wife. 

 Fuamnach grows jealous of Midir’s love for Étaine.   After showing Midir and 

Étaine false love and comfort, Fuamnach takes Étaine to her room and curses Étaine with 

a “wand of scarlet rowan berries.”38  Étaine disappears and only a puddle of water 

remains.  Fuamnach flees in fear of Midir.  Once Midir realizes both women are missing, 

he frantically searches the castle for Étaine.  Fearing that all was lost, Midir returns to his 

chambers, full of sorrow.   

Back in Étaine’s room, the fire begins to grow bigger and hotter.  This leads the 

water to “seethe and solidify” and a worm appears in the water.39  Still, the fire grew, 

causing the worm to turn into a large, beautiful crimson fly with jeweled eyes and 

enameled wings.  As the fly begins to move her wings, the most beautiful music is 

                                                           
36 Heaney, Over Nine Waves. 22-30. 
37 Tuatha Dé Danann:  a tribe of supernatural beings who retreated to the Other World. 
38 Heaney, Over Nine Waves. 23. 
39 Ibid., 23. 
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created, “sweeter than the sound of the harp or horn or pipe.”40  In this new form, the fly 

shines bright like any jewel and fills any area with a sweet fragrance.  The dew that falls 

from the fly’s wings has the ability to heal any person it touches.  This fly is in fact, 

Étaine. 

 Étaine immediately looks for Midir, finding him in his room.  She begins to play 

her music, in an effort to soothe his pain.  Midir knows right away that this creature is 

Étaine.  They travel Ireland together, with Étaine providing comfort and happiness 

through her music and warning Midir of any danger he may face.  Fuamnach, still 

enraged with jealousy, finds Étaine and using the same wand, conjures a druid’s wind 

that takes Étaine far away, never letting her rest. 

 After traveling for so long, Étaine becomes exhausted and cannot fight the wind 

anymore.  She blows into the banquet hall of Etar, a hero of Ulster, during a feast and 

lands into his wife’s golden cup of wine.  Etar’s wife drinks the fly and nine months later, 

she gives birth to Étaine.  Étaine grows up loved and is given anything her heart desires.  

As she turns twenty, she begins looking for a husband.  She loved the High King, Eochai, 

since she was a child and one day he approaches her with the intention of marriage.  They 

are happy together and plan on spending the rest of their life together. 

 At a banquet in Tara, the King’s brother, Aillil, falls in love with Étaine and tries 

to pursue her.  After many failed attempts at meeting together to discuss the situation, 

Étaine gives the brother one more chance.  A figure approaches Étaine at the meeting 

location, but Étaine knew it wasn’t Aillil.  She demands to know who the stranger was.  

                                                           
40 Ibid., 23. 
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Midir reveals himself and explains that Étaine is actually his own wife, lost to him.  He 

begs her to return with him, but she refuses for her love for Eochai is strong and true.  

She leaves Midir and returns to her King.  She tells Eochai what happened and they 

rejoice together, their love defeating anything standing in their way. 

 Throughout this story the main character, Étaine, experiences many hardships – 

much like one might experience in his/her everyday life.  Though Étaine is cursed and 

sent through her various trials, she endures and creates a positive and happy environment 

which eventually leads to her reward: a happy-ending with King Eochai.  This is a 

general statement of always finding the silver-lining within any situation and moving 

forward – an important and relatable lesson to teach children.   

 Centering on the musical elements of this story, three insights warrant 

mentioning.  The first insight is the character creating the music.  Though Étaine is 

considered supernatural because of her status as a member of the Tuatha Dé Danann, she 

does not possess any magical powers – only the ability to live a longer life span than a 

human.  After she is cursed, her supernatural status is furthered by her transformation into 

a jeweled fly.  In this new state, she has the ability to affect others in a magical way 

through the production of music.   

It is not stated in the story that Étaine possessed this ability previous to the curse, 

so it is assumed that this ability is a side effect of the curse.  Once Étaine is reborn in a 

human-like state, she no longer performs music in a magical way.  This illustrates that 

Étaine’s musical ability existed only in her cursed, fly form – connecting the association 

of music as a power to a certain level of supernatural being. 
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The second insight is the “instrumentation.”  Though there is no physical 

instrument such as a harp or pipe, Étaine’s wings act as a musical instrument.  As Étaine 

emerges from the water, it is revealed that though she is alive, she is a jeweled fly.  The 

first detail mentioned in her new state is the ability to create music “sweeter than the 

sound of the harp or horn or pipe.”41  This description illustrates the status of Étaine’s 

music within a social hierarchy.  Though the pipe and horn both received a low status 

within the pre-Christian social hierarchy, the harp was highly valued.42  According to this 

story, Étaine’s music sounds better than the harp, horn, or pipe and therefore holds a 

higher status within society – showing the symbolism associated with the music and 

stronger power through status.  

The third insight is the genre and application of the music used.  The ability to 

affect others in a magical way through the performance of music is in itself a supernatural 

occurrence.    Étaine is able to create beautiful music and as soon as she finds Midir, she 

immediately performs geantraí, the music of happiness, to relieve his pain.  She spends 

the rest of their time together consistently performing geantraí, in order to keep Midir 

happy and distracted from Étaine’s cursed state.  Étaine succeeds so well in keeping 

Midir happy that Fuamnach again becomes jealous and proceeds to worsen Étaine’s 

curse.  

Even though Étaine has the ability to perform any genre of music (geantraí, 

goltraí, or suantraí), she chooses to use her music to make those around her happy and 

                                                           
41 Ibid., 23. 
42 Ann Buckley, “Music and Musicians in Medieval Irish Society,” Early Music, 28/2, Early Music of 

Ireland (May 2000), 166 & 171, Accessed: May 30, 2017, http://www.jstor.org/stable/3519019. 
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lead a positive life.  The musical element within this story adds to Étaine’s 

implementation of a positive environment and eventually to her happy-ending.   

 

Ciann Lir (The Children of Lir) 

 

 Ciann Lir is also from the Mythological Cycle and describes the tragic fate of 

Lir’s four children.43  King Lir, a member of the Tuatha Dé Danaan, and his wife, Eve, 

have four children, Fionnuala, Aed, Conn, and Fiacra.  They all live happily together, 

until Eve becomes ill and dies.  Eve’s father, not wanting to lose his friendship with Lir, 

offers his second daughter, Aoife, to marry.  At first, everyone is happy together; 

however, as time grew, Aoife becomes jealous of Lir’s love for his children.  She devises 

a plan to have them killed by her charioteers in the woods.  When they refuse to follow 

her command, she draws a sword and moves towards the children.  As cold as her heart 

is, she cannot bring herself to kill them.   

 They continue their journey to Lough Derravaragh, or the lake of Oaks.  Aoife 

convinces the children to bathe in the Lake.  The three boys agree, unaware of Aoife’s 

intentions.  Fionnuala, however, suspects her stepmother’s evil aims.  Powerless to Aoife, 

Fionnuala joins her brothers in the lake.  Aoife then pulls out a druid’s wand and curses 

the children to take the shape and nature of swans and to remain on water for 900 years, 

until they hear a bell “pealing out a new faith.”44  Fionnuala pleads with Aoife to reverse 

the curse, but it is too late.  Realizing what she has done, Aoife feels great remorse for 

her actions.  The spell is too powerful to break; however, Aoife allows the children to 

                                                           
43 Heaney, Over Nine Waves. 37-49. 
44 Ibid., 39. 
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“speak with [their] own voices and reason with [their] own minds and feel with [their] 

own noble hearts” and they were given “a gift of music so sweet that it will comfort all 

who hear it.”45 

 Aoife then flees to her father’s castle, seeking refuge.  Once Lir realizes that his 

children are missing, he starts a search, taking the same trail that Aoife took previously.  

The children see their father’s carriage approaching the lake and begin calling out their 

father’s name.  Lir becomes distraught when he realizes his children are now swans.  

Fionnuala wants to comfort her father’s sorrow and rage and begins to sing to him.  Her 

brothers join her and Lir’s rage and desolation slowly fade away, providing him and his 

servants peace until they fall asleep.   

 As part of the curse, the children are to remain swans for 900 years, moving to a 

different lake every 300 years.  After Lough Derravaragh, they are compelled to fly to the 

Sea of Moyle, where their suffering becomes worse.  At this new location, the winters are 

harsh and the seas untamable.  There are also no people to sing to, to make happy, and 

the children lose their purpose.  Reaching the end of their 300 years at the Sea of Moyle, 

the children are greeted by travelers and are once again, able to sing.  They learn that 

their father is well and enjoying life as best he can.  They soon are compelled to fly to the 

Atlantic Ocean.  On their way to the new destination, the children decide to fly by their 

old homestead, only to find ruins.  They keen a lament in sorrow as they fly away. 

 The Atlantic Ocean, though stormy, is not as cold and harsh and the children sing 

every day.  Their songs echo throughout their location, traveling down the river to 

                                                           
45 Ibid., 39-40. 
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villages, reminding the people of the story of ‘The Children of Lir.’  The children’s songs 

are so beautiful that other birds fly just to hear them, knowing that they themselves could 

never produce such music.  One day, a Christian monk finds the swans and provides them 

shelter, wrapping them together with a silver chain to ensure that they are never apart 

from each other.  The children and monk grow close, singing for each other until a new 

queen arrives and demands the swans for herself.  After a struggle, her husband tries to 

steal the swans and removes the silver chain.  As the husband tries to leave, the swan’s 

feathers fall to the ground, revealing the siblings in an elderly state.  The husband runs off 

in fear.  As the siblings lay together, they know their time has come.  Fionnuala asks the 

monk to baptize them and bury them together.  The children of Lir die peacefully, 

together. 

 The children of Lir experience many hardships throughout this story.  Similar to 

Étaine’s story, the lesson taught in The Children of Lir is moving forward and creating a 

better situation for yourself.  Although the children are forced to endure 900 years of 

solitude in the form of swans, they find the silver-lining of their situation and are 

rewarded at the end of their lives.  Though this story is from the Mythological Cycle, 

there is a Christian element in the ending which represents the children’s reward through 

baptism and the entrance to heaven.   

 Music plays an important role within this story, providing the children an outlet 

and purpose.  There are two insights that should be discussed.  The first insight is the 

characters performing the music.  The children of Lir are considered supernatural due to 

their status as a member of the Tuatha Dé Danann – much like Étaine.  They do not have 
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magical abilities, but have long life spans.  Once they are cursed into swans, Fionnuala 

pleads with her step mother to reverse her curse.  The step mother feels immediate regret 

and though unable to take back the curse, gifts the children with reason, the ability to 

speak in their native tongue, and the ability to create sweet music.  The gift of music is 

important and illustrates the value placed on music within pre-Christian Irish culture.  

The step mother believed that in order to repent, she had to give the children gifts that 

would allow them the possibility of a happy life.  In this story, music is held at the same 

level as the ability to speak and use reason – revealing the status of music and the 

strength of the music’s power.  

 The second insight is the genre of application of the music.  The step mother gave 

the children the ability to perform music “so sweet that it will comfort all who hear it.”46  

This allows the children to perform the genre geantraí – music of happiness.  Being able 

to perform geantraí, the children find a purpose for their cursed lives and choose to bring 

joy to all those who hear them.  When they travel to their second water location, they are 

isolated due to the harsh climate.  During their time at this location, the children become 

depressed as they are not able to use their music to bring joy to others and essentially 

losing their purpose.  As the children travel to their last location, they learn to sing for 

each other as well as the animals – bringing happiness to all and redefining their purpose.   

Music is a key component to the intended lesson of this folk tale.  The ability to 

perform music and create happiness became the silver-lining of the children’s horrible 

                                                           
46 Ibid., 39-40. 
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situation.  Finding a purpose allows the children to continue moving forward and endure 

their hardships which results in the reward of entering Heaven.   

Within both folk tales, music plays an integral role that adds to the overall life 

lessons.  The use of music as a tool for moral or social custom lessons shows the 

association of the culture’s perception of music and the relevance of music in education.  

Continuing with the trope of music as magic, Chapter Three discusses the Irish deities – 

Dagda, Lugh, and Brigid – and the symbolic significance of their connection with music.   
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CHAPTER THREE 

 

IRISH DEITIES: ENCHANTERS AND MUSICIANS 
 

Music was an important part of pre-Christian Irish culture.  One way this is seen 

is through the role of music in the mythology of Irish gods and goddesses.  Through the 

analysis of music in the tales of the Dagda, Lugh, and Brigid, this chapter explores the 

symbolic significance of musical deities and their impact within pre-Christian Irish 

culture.   

Irish deities had unique attributes that shaped the relationship between gods and 

mortals.  While Greek and Hindu gods lived in sacred, celestial areas, such as Olympus, 

Kailash, and Meru, the Irish deities lived on Earth with the Tuatha Dé Danann tribe.  

Such contrasts of frame illustrate the closeness of the physical bond between magical 

beings and humans in Irish mythology.  Instead of a holy division between the gods and 

their subjects, Irish deities lived among the people.  This illustrates the immediacy within 

the culture. 

Also revealing of the relationship between gods and humans is the integration of 

music within deities’ everyday life.  In Greek mythology, Apollo is the god of music, 

poetry, art, oracles, archery, plague, medicine, sun, light, and knowledge.47  Saraswati is 

the Hindu goddess of knowledge, music, arts, wisdom, and learning and is often shown 

                                                           
47 Edith Hamilton, Mythology:  Timeless Tales of Gods and Heroes (New York, NY:  Warner Books, Inc., 

1969), 30. 
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performing with a vina or lute.48  There is no single god or goddess whose specific 

element is music within the Irish culture. 

Yet, in pre-Christian Irish culture, music is depicted as especially central and 

powerful.  Multiple gods and goddesses perform music not only for entertainment, but 

also as magic.  Examples include the Dagda, Lugh, Brigid, and Ogam, from the 

Mythological Cycle.  The Dagda, Lugh, and Ogam were seen as the male trinity of the 

pre-Christian culture compared to the Christian trinity, the Father, the Son, and the Holy 

Ghost.49  Both the Dagda and Lugh are associated with the harp and use music in various 

magical ways.  Brigid is associated with singing and the voice.  All three gods are 

important touchstones for music as magic in Irish mythology.   

Although not a musician in the sense of instrumental works, Ogam’s use of the 

spoken word in poetry attributes magic to sound.  As the god of eloquence, he is regarded 

as the founder of the ogham alphabet.50  Ogam’s skill in poetry and the spoken word has 

granted him an inaccurate status as the god of music and spells.51  In this context, an 

alphabet formed by sound with specific phonetic design is linked to music, much as it is 

linked to the rhythm and melody of poetry.52   

                                                           
48 David Kinsley, Hindu Goddesses: Vision of the Divine Feminine in the Hindu Religious Traditions (Los 

Angeles, CA:  The University of California Press, 1988), 58. 
49 Richard Johnson-Sheehan and Paul Lynch, "Rhetoric o Myth, Magic, and Conversion: A Prolegomena to 

Ancient Irish Rhetoric," Rhetoric Review, 26/3 (2007): 236, Accessed: April 02, 2016, 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/2017679. 
50 Charles Graves and C. Limerick, "The Ogham Alphabet," Hermathena, 2/4 (1876): 450, Accessed:  

October 24, 2015, http://www.jstor.org/stable/23036451. 

This alphabet consists of twenty characters formed by a combination of horizontal lines.  These lines are 

drawn across or on either side of a continuous, vertical line.  Each character is associated with a phonetic 

sound along with a tree or plant.  Example: the symbol   represents saille and is connected to the willow 

tree. 
51 John-Paul Patton, The Poet's Ogam: A Living Magical Tradition, (Belfast, Ireland:  Uliad, 2010). 
52 Ibid. 
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Though as we have said there are no gods in the Irish pantheon whose principle 

attribute is music, music is used by most and is prominent throughout the mythology.  

There is a strong connection between music and musicians both within the mythology 

and in the cultural values that mythology reflects.  The following discussion illustrates 

this connection with descriptions and specific examples from the stories of the Dagda, 

Lugh, and Brigid. 

 

The Dagda 

The Dagda appears in the Mythological Cycle and is considered the parental god 

of the Irish deities.  He is the “Good God,” the father-figure, and a protector of the tribe, 

similar to Odin in Norse mythology.53  The Dagda became High King of the Tuatha Dé 

Danann – a tribe of supernatural beings who retreated to the Other World – after his 

predecessor Nuada was injured in battle.  Most depictions of the Dagda emphasize his 

strength, and wisdom.  Despite his great power and prestige, the Dagda is also described 

as oafish, crude, and comical, usually partially naked.54   

Stories portray the Dagda as a figure with enormous power.  Three symbols or 

artifacts embody this power: a magic club, a cauldron, and a harp.55  The club is capable 

of killing nine men with one blow; conversely, the Dagda could restore the slain life with 

its handle.  The cauldron is known as the Undry and is boundless, leaving no being 

                                                           
53 Sharon Paice MacLeod, Celtic Myth and Religion: A Study of Traditional Belief, with Newly Translated 

Prayers, Poems, and Songs (Jefferson, NC:  McFarland & Company, Inc., 2012), 48. 
54 Monaghan, The Encyclopedia of Celtic Folklore, 113. 
55 Marie-Louise Sjoestedt, Celtic Gods and Heroes (Mineola, NY:  Dover Publishing, 2000), 7. 
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hungry.56  The harp, Uaithne, is luxuriously decorated and made of oak.57  This harp is 

imbued with magical properties that have the power to change the seasons, create natural 

disasters, or change the outcome of a battle when played.   

An example of the Dagda’s use of the harp’s magical powers takes place within 

the story, Cath Tánaiste Maige Tuired – the Second Battle of Moytura, from the 

Mythological Cycle.58  During this Second or Last Battle between the Tuatha Dé Danann 

and the Fomorians, the Dagda’s harp, Uaithne, is stolen and locked away at a Fomorian 

military campsite.  Enraged, the Dagda, with the help of Lugh and his brother Ogma, sets 

off to retrieve his property.  After carefully entering the campsite, the Dagda spots his 

harp and magically summons the instrument to him, killing nine men in its path.59  Once 

he has Uaithne back in his hands, he performs all three genres of Irish music; first he 

plays goltraí, the music of sadness, causing all the women to weep; then he plays 

geantraí, the music of happiness, to make the young people laugh; and last he plays 

suantraí, the music of sleep and meditation, to make the army fall asleep.  The Dagda and 

his harp escape unharmed.   

 Several aspects of this story are particularly relevant to our discussion.  The 

Dagda uses the harp to alter the listeners’ emotional state and then to make them fall 

asleep.  This action reveals the harp as a symbol of authority.  The Dagda does not simply 

retrieve Uaithne and leave; rather, he uses Uaithne to demonstrate his power and ability 

                                                           
56 Ibid., 7. 
57 Ibid., 7. 
58 "CELT,” http://www.ucc.ie/celt/. Accessed:  January 15, 2016. 
59 Ó hAllmhuráin, Pocket History, 17. 

http://www.ucc.ie/celt/
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to control other’s emotions.  The harp and the music produced become emblematic of 

authority.   

Likewise, the Dagda willingly enters an enemy campsite – risking not only his 

life, but that of his brother and fellow tribesmen – to retrieve a musical instrument.  

Uaithne’s value is confirmed because Lugh and Ogma are willing to join him on this 

dangerous mission.  This loyalty goes beyond that owed to a leader and points toward the 

magical power that Uaithne was seen to possess.   

 This story of Uaithne and the Dagda illustrates the connection between music and 

power.  In some cultures, music was considered a dishonorable profession or simply a 

form of entertainment.  In contrast, in pre-Christian Ireland folklore, music holds a 

position of authority. 

 

Lugh 

Appearing in the Mythological and Ulster Cycles, Lugh – or Lug – is the son of 

Cian of the Tuatha Dé Danann tribe (father) and Ethniu of the Fomorian tribe (mother).60  

He is a product of a marriage that formalized an alliance between the two tribes.  Lugh is 

portrayed as handsome, strong, and extremely skilled in many fields; he is known as 

“long hand” or “long arm” because of his ability to use a spear or sling.61  He is 

represented as a hero and a High King of the Tuatha Dé Danann tribe.   

Like the Dagda, Lugh is symbolized by three items: the sun, a spear, and a harp.  

His association with the sun is similar to that of Apollo, from Greek mythology, by 

                                                           
60 Peter Berresford Ellis, Celtic Myths and Legends (New York, NY:  Carroll & Graf Publishers, 2002), 31. 
61 MacLeod, Celtic Myth and Religion, 50. 
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symbolizing a bright essence.62  His spear, which he used to win battles and conquer 

lands, is said to have magical powers and considered one of the four treasures of the 

Tuatha Dé Danann.  He also plays the harp, in another parallel with the Dagda.  He was 

extremely skilled at the instrument and used it to entertain courts, influence emotional 

responses, and prove his worth. 

Lugh’s power with the harp is central to the story, Lugh Comes to Tara, from the 

Mythological Cycle.63  In this tale, the Fomorians have captured Ireland from the Tuatha 

Dé Danann.  Nuada, the High King of the Tuatha Dé Danann, is badly wounded after a 

battle.  After he fully heals, he begins planning to regain his throne and land.  While 

Nuada makes his preparations, his enemy, Bres, travels to find allies in order to defend 

his newly-obtained throne.  Meanwhile, Lugh travels to Nuada’s stronghold in Tara, and 

requests an audience with Nuada.  The gatekeeper will not let Lugh enter until he 

demonstrates the capacity to benefit the King’s cause.  Lugh lists his skills as a builder, 

smith, a champion, a swordsman, a hero, a poet and historian, a sorcerer, and a craftsman.  

Finally, Lugh pulls out his harp and proves his skill by making the members of the castle 

fall asleep (suantraí), then weep (goltraí), then to smile and laugh (geantraí). He is 

finally allowed to enter after simultaneously completing all of these tests. 64   When he 

joins the court, he entertains the audiences with his music.   

Most relevant to our discussion is that Lugh chooses specifically to perform music 

in order to prove his worth.  Conventionally we might expect gods or heroes to 

                                                           
62 Sjoestedt, Celtic Gods and Heroes, 43. 
63 Heaney, Over Nine Waves. 11-17. 
64 Sjoestedt, Celtic Gods and Heroes, 44. 
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demonstrate physical strength or even intellectual ability, but Lugh understands that 

artistic talent is a unique and powerful attribute.  Not only does he perform on the harp, 

but, more importantly, he uses the magical capacity of music to force a desired emotional 

response. 

 

Brigid 

Appearing in the Mythological Cycle, Brigid – also referred to as Brigit or Brígh 

– is a member of the Tuatha Dé Danann and the daughter of the Dagda.65  She is the wife 

of Bres and mother of their son, Ruadán.  In the stories, she is described as a woman of 

immense beauty, a healer, and a mother-figure.   

Brigid is associated with three symbolic objects: a lamb, a well, and sometimes a 

flame.  The lamb represents the season of spring and of Nature’s fertility.  The holy water 

of the wells represents Brigid’s ability as a healer.  The flame represents the sanctity of 

life.66  Brigid is also associated with poetry and smithcraft, which is sometimes linked to 

the Triple Goddess.67  

 In the Sixth century, monks who transcribed the pre-Christian tales also 

transformed certain gods and goddesses into saints of the Catholic faith.68  This is 

precisely how the pre-Christian goddess Brigid becomes the Christian St. Brigit of 

Kildare, who is still associated with healing wells and the eternal flame.  St. Brigit’s 

                                                           
65 MacLeod, Celtic Myth and Religion, 49. 
66 Edward C. Sellner, "Brigit Of Kildare — A Study in the Liminality of Women's Spiritual Power," 

CrossCurrents, 39/4 (Winter 1989-90): 407, Accessed: February 09, 2016, 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/24459544. 
67 Sjoestedt, Celtic Gods and Heroes, 25. 
68 Duffy, Who Were the Celts?, 151. 
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flame continues the pagan representation of life.  In the saint’s story, as St. Brigit was 

born a pillar of flame appeared.69  The tradition of female priestesses tending holy, 

naturally-occurring, and continuous flames is characteristic of ancient polytheistic 

religions; an example is the hearth-goddesses, Hestia, from Greek mythology.70  At 

churches honoring St. Brigit, the nuns tend that eternal flame much as the virgin 

priestesses did before Christianity was introduced into Ireland.71   

Though Brigid did not play an instrument, she did sing; she is also credited with a 

whistle used for signaling at night, and more significantly, the keen – from the Irish and 

Scottish Gaelic word, caoineadh which means to cry or to weep. 72   The keen is a lament 

whose words, composed in a poetic style, commemorate the deceased.  Because the 

practice of keening continued throughout Irish history, scholars have collected evidence 

describing the sound and musical characteristics.  The music is similar to chanting with 

breaks of silence or moments of crying.  The sound itself has a nasal timbre and is 

strained due to the singer’s weeping.73 

Brigid invokes the art of keening in the story, Cath Tánaiste Maige Tuired – the 

Second Battle of Moytura, from the Mythological Cycle.74  Her lament is caused when 

she finds her son Ruadán’s dead body after a battle against the Fomorians.  According to 

                                                           
69 Sellner, "Brigit Of Kildare,” 412. 
70 Hamilton, Mythology, 36. 
71 ed. Elizabeth Mackinlay, Brydie-Leigh Bartleet, Katelyn Barney, Musical Islands: Exploring 

Connections between Music, Place, and Research, (Newcastle upon Tyne, UK:  Cambridge Scholar 

Publishing, 2009), 211. 
72 "CELT,” http://www.ucc.ie/celt/. Accessed:  January 15, 2016. 

Mackinlay, Bartleet, Barney, Musical Islands, 207. 
73 Ibid., 209. 
74 "CELT,” http://www.ucc.ie/celt/. Accessed:  January 15, 2016.  

http://www.ucc.ie/celt/
http://www.ucc.ie/celt/
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the myth, this is the first time that both weeping and keening were heard in Ireland.75  

Central to this moment of sadness and despair is that the keen continued as a mourning 

practice into early modern Ireland. 

Eventually mourners with magical abilities became banshees; a female, 

understood to be a woman from the Other World, who sings of an impending death.76  

Banshees foretold deaths in certain noble families, a reflection of pre-Christian Irish 

patron-performer relationships.  This patron-performer relationship was an important 

aspect of pre-Christian Irish culture.  The performer received shelter, protection, and/or 

an income from their patron in exchange for composing and reciting poems or songs that 

glorified that patron.77  In the case of banshees, the performers would keen laments that 

described their patrons’ life and accomplishments. 

The example of the banshee links the raw emotion of mourning to a specific 

musical reaction.  The magical connotations of the keen links it to goltraí, the music of 

sadness, and similarly causes those who hear the music to weep.   

Still practiced in modern Irish culture, the art of keening is revered as a personal 

and spiritual event; however, there are few recordings of the keen because to perform a 

lament other than at an occasion of death is inappropriate and potentially causes an 

untimely death.78  Scholars such as Narelle McCoy have conducted research on Irish 

wake rituals and linked the keen to considerations of gender, origin, and meaning.79  This 

                                                           
75 Ibid. 
76 Mackinlay, Bartleet, Barney, Musical Islands, 211.   

The popular culture “rogue” banshees that scream high pitches to kill humans are not a part of this 

discussion.  Keening banshees both foresee death and lament that knowledge. 
77 Ó hÓgáin, "Poetry in Social Life,” 217. 
78 Mackinlay, Bartleet, Barney, Musical Islands, 209. 
79 Ibid., 207. 
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scholarship has suggested that the mythological origin of the banshee is the spiritual 

significance of the expression of death and of the magical capacity of music to do so.   

Irish deities were experienced as embedded within Irish culture because they were 

understood to be living on the land and participating in everyday life.  In pre-Christian 

Ireland, music was perceived as powerful, and indeed magical.  Irish deities use music for 

personal and magical purposes.  The Dagda uses music as a weapon to control battles.  

Lugh uses his musical abilities to prove skill and power along with his ability to entertain.  

Brigid creates an instrument and a lasting musical expression that signifies mourning.   

Each deity used the power of music in a variety of powerful ways.  Instruments 

themselves are powerful symbols.  Through the examples of music used and performed 

by the Irish deities, we can understand that, in pre-Christian Irish culture, musical 

instruments and musical actions contain power.  In Chapter Four, I will discuss the power 

of music as a weapon. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 

MUSIC AS A WEAPON 
 

A different representation of music’s importance in pre-Christian Irish culture is 

shown through the application of music as an offensive or defensive force.  Chapter 4 

analyzes the folktales – Fionn and Aillén and The Chase of Slieve Fuad – discussing 

music used as a weapon, whether for battle, vengeance, or protection.80  In order to 

unpack the relevance of music as a weapon within pre-Christian Irish culture, I will first 

discuss cultural and historical information – extracting from early ethnographies written 

by Roman and Greek historians – about Celtic warrior culture and their status and 

customs.  Drawing from the stories and historical customs, my analyses examines the 

association of power with the type of music being used, the application of the music, and 

choice of instrumentation, regarding music as a weapon. 

Pre-Christian Celtic culture in Ireland and Gaul idolized the hero and the 

warrior.81  The status of the warrior is shown through the hierarchy system along with the 

privilege associated with the role of warrior.  At the top of this hierarchy was the role of 

the High King of Ireland, followed by the chiefs.  The warrior was considered one of the 

                                                           
80 Joyce, Old Celtic Romances, 252-265. 

This source is the most recent version of The Chase of Slieve Fuad available. The stories were selected and 

translated from manuscripts at Trinity College and the Royal Irish Academy.  Joyce took poetic liberties 

when assembling these narratives together, using the “English language freely, not allowing [himself] to be 

trammeled by too close an adherence to the very words of the text.”   Joyce provides specific details on the 

research and translation process of each narrative that is provided. 

   Heaney, Over Nine Waves. 164-166. 
81 Gaul was a region of Western Europe (comprising of present day France, Luxembourg, Belgium, most of 

Switzerland, Northern Italy, and parts of the Netherlands and Germany) during the Iron Age that was 

inhabited by Celtic tribes. 
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most important roles in Celtic society, with a status directly under the chiefs.82  Under the 

warrior was a small group of craftsmen and bards who assisted in the elite lifestyle.  

Musicians and bards had an opportunity to raise one’s place in society through his/her 

ability to perform and obtain a status close to the status of warrior and chief.  This 

furthers the trope that music was an important element within pre-Christian Irish culture. 

Warriors were compensated by their leaders through explicit rewards or 

incentives.  A common form of compensation was a feast, an occasion which benefited 

both the chief and warrior.  For the chief, it was an opportunity to show off one’s wealth 

through the distribution of food, drinks, and gifts, such as jewelry, weapons, and 

livestock.  It was also a method of reinforcing the chief’s role as patron and enticing new 

warriors into the chief’s service.   

For the warriors, the feast gave motivation to fight and remain loyal along with 

the opportunity to act or fight in a heroic manner.  Depending on the accomplishment, the 

warrior would gain favor of the chief and sit closer to the chief at the feasts.  The 

placement of the warrior at the banquet table raised the warrior’s status with both a visual 

promotion and the physical reward of better-quality food.83  Other rewards included 

individual items that demonstrated status.  Master craftsmen, who could attain status of 

the created as part of the warrior’s reward.84  Warriors with more intricate or lavish 

equipment experienced a higher status within the court.    

                                                           
82 John Haywood, The Celts: Bronze Age to New Age (New York, NY: Routledge, 2004), 35. 
83 Ibid., 45. 
84 Ibid., 35. 
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When one turns to the customs of battle, one can reference accounts were written 

by Greek and Roman citizens describing the nature of Celtic warriors from Gaul.  

Diodorus Siculus, a first century Greek historian, goes into detail about the violent nature 

of battle customs, providing a detailed account of the behaviors and characteristics of the 

culture.   

A recurrent custom in these descriptions involved the practice of head-hunting, 

which involved the process of decapitation of a fallen enemy and taking the head as a 

trophy and as a symbol of the warrior’s bravery.85  According to the ethnographic report 

of Diodorus Siculus,  

[when] at any time [the Gauls] cut off their enemies’ heads, they hang them 

about their horses’ necks.  They deliver their spoils to their servants, all 

besmeared with the blood, to be carried before them in triumph, they 

themselves in the meantime singing the triumphant paean.  And as the chief 

of their spoils, they fasten those they have killed, over the doors of their 

houses, as if they were so many wild beasts taken in hunting.86 

 

Diodorus’ observations help to break down the process of decapitation, collection, and 

the displaying of heads as an essential part of the custom of battle in the Gaul culture.  

His detailed, first-hand account provides a historical reference that assists in unpacking 

cultural meaning in related passages within folk stories. 

Head-hunting was also practiced within pre-Christian Irish culture as described in 

both historical and mythological records.  A mythological example is the story “Battle of 

Almhaine.”87  Donn Bó, a musician and poet, is beheaded during a battle and his head is 

                                                           
85 Ibid., 47. 
86 Diodorus Siculus, The Historical Library of Diodorus the Sicilian in Fifteen Books. To Which are Added 

the Fragments of Diodorus, and Those published by H. Valesius, I. Rhodomannus, and F. Ursinus. Vol. 1. 

Trans., G. Booth, Esq. (London, England: W. McDowell, 1814), 315. 
87 Ó hAllmhuráin, Pocket, 18-19. 
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brought before the King of Leinster.  Bó’s head is chosen because the servant begins to 

hear beautiful music coming from the pile of heads.  The servant finds brings Bó’s head 

to the hall, where the king orders Bó to perform.  Bó performs in the style of goltraí – 

music of sadness – which causes the king to “feel ashamed of their slaughter.” 88  As a 

result of this unexpected remorse, the King of Leinster reattaches Donn Bó’s head to his 

body, restoring his life, and sends him home.  

This story illustrates different examples of the pre-Christian Irish and Gaul battle 

traditions, including the practice of head-hunting.  Displaying the head of the fallen 

enemy is a presentation of the victor’s own strength.  The King of Leinster requests one 

of the heads of the defeated army with the intention of boasting his virility.  A part of the 

expression of one’s own strength is the association of the head as the warrior’s source of 

power and wisdom or the location of the warrior’s soul.89  By conquering the warrior and 

obtaining the dead’s power, the victor becomes stronger.  In Donn Bó’s story, the power 

of one’s head is illustrated through Bó’s ability to sing after death and his power to 

musically affect the King, leading to Bó’s restoration and freedom.   

There was a desire to own and manipulate the enemy’s inner power through the 

collection and display of heads.  However, the fear of the dead’s uncontrolled power or of 

a different warrior using the dead’s power drove the practice.  Certain precautions were 

carried out regarding preservation of the head, depending on the status of the enemy.  

Diodorus describes these precautions in his observations,  

                                                           
88 Ibid., 18. 
89 Christopher R. Fee, Gods, Heroes, & Kings: The Battle for Mythic Britain (Oxford, England: Oxford 

Press, 2001), 197. 
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[the] heads of their enemies that were the chiefest persons of quality, they 

carefully deposit in chests, embalming them with the oil of cedars, and 

showing them to strangers, glory, and boast how that some of their 

ancestors, their fathers, or themselves, (though great sums of money have 

been offered for them), yet have refused to accept them.  Some glory so 

much on this account, that they refuse to take for one for these heads its 

weight in gold...90 

 

This observation depicts both the fear and respect elements associated with the head-

hunting practice.  The victorious warrior shows respect and recognition of the enemy’s 

own power and strength through the careful procedures of preservation and the priceless 

value in the head’s display.   

Though there are many stories from pre-Christian Irish culture that involve the 

actions and rewarding of warriors, two out of the four Cycles center on warrior’s 

heroism.  One is the Ulster Cycle, a cycle of stories that take place in the Ulster province.  

It is sometimes referred as the Heroic Cycle, precisely because of the number of stories 

that describe various heroes and their actions.  Similarly, the Finn Cycle consists of tales 

about Finn Mac Cumhaill and the Fianna, and focuses on heroic deeds completed by the 

Fianna and their transition from boyhood to manhood through such deeds.  The following 

discussion illustrates these connections through the analysis of Fionn and Aillén and The 

Chase of Slieve Fuad.91 

 

  

                                                           
90 Siculus, The Historical Library of Diodorus the Sicilian in Fifteen Books, 315. 
91 Joyce, Old Celtic Romances, 252-265. 

    Heaney, Over Nine Waves. 164-166. 
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Fionn and Aillén 

 

Fionn and Aillén, a story within the Finn Cycle, describes Finn Mac Cumhaill’s 

exploits in reclaiming control of his father’s tribe, the Fianna.92  Finn travels to Tara and 

takes part in a six weeks’ feast with the High King of Ireland, Conn of the Hundred 

Battles.  At the end of the feast, the High King warns the members of Tara that the next 

day would be the day of Samhain, when the Tuatha Dé Danaan are free to interact with 

the mortal world.93  Each year during Samhain, Aillen Mac Miona comes to Tara and 

performs on his timpán, a small string instrument played with a bow or plectrum, causing 

all who hear the music to fall into a deep sleep.  While the people of the town are asleep, 

Aillen sends out a blast of fire from his throat and sets Tara on fire.  In retaliation, the 

High King offers the rightful heritage of the Fianna to whomever kills Aillen and saves 

Tara.  Finn is the only one who offers to fight Aillen.  The High King promises to 

reestablish Finn’s heritage through the help of the kings of Ireland along with the druids 

and poets.   

As Finn prepares for battle, a friend of the Fianna named Fiacha gives Finn a 

magical spear in return for a promise of wealth and a distinguished place among the tribe.  

The spear allows the user to always hit his/her intended target.  More importantly, the 

spear can counteract the power of Aillen’s music when held against the user’s forehead.   

The next day, Aillen appears and begins playing his timpán.  Everyone in Tara 

falls into a death-like sleep; all except Finn.  Aillen sends out a ball of flame to engulf 

                                                           
92 Heaney, Over Nine Waves. 164-166. 

The Fianna, also known as the Fena, are the members of Finn Mac Cumhaill’s tribe. 
93 Tuatha Dé Danann:  a tribe of supernatural beings who retreated to the Other World. 
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Tara.  Finn blocks the ball of fire with a magical cloak, which forms a great crater into 

the earth.  Aillen, realizing Finn’s resistance to his musical spells, flees to the mountains 

of Slieve Fuad.  Finn follows, and throws his magic spear towards Aillen, impaling him.  

Finn cuts off Aillen’s head, taking it along with the timpán and flute back to the High 

King.  After presenting the spoils of his battle, everyone rejoices and Finn is made 

captain of the Fianna. 

Fionn and Aillén describes a crucial moment when the rightful leader of the 

Fianna regains his leadership through a heroic deed.  The story recalls many of the 

hero/warrior social tropes within pre-Christian Irish culture, emphasizing the significance 

of champions and their battles, and the strength and bravery associated with them.  Finn 

alone offers to risk his life by fighting and killing the villain of the story.  A mortal, Finn 

fights Aillen, a supernatural being from the Otherworld.  This heroism proves Finn’s 

worth as a warrior and the rightful leader of the Fianna tribe. 

Another example of the hero/warrior social trope is the use of the spear as 

protection against a musical spell.  Spears were common weapons in pre-Christian Irish 

culture and were typically depicted as being hurled or held.  However, in this story Finn 

uses the head of the spear to block the effects of the music’s power – as a shield.  Thus, 

we have both offensive and defensive actions within a battle scenario.  Outside of folk 

tales, music was not generally considered a physically offensive force.  Despite this 

connotation, Aillen creates a situation that uses music as a tool for an attack.  

Furthermore, Finn uses the spear to defend himself against the music’s power.  Both 
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moments within the story illustrates a role reversal of the tool’s intended function, 

demonstrating the cultural concept of how power could be used.   

The practice of head-taking recurs in this story as well: Finn takes Aillen’s head 

to bring to the High King.  Beyond providing physical proof of Aillen’s death, the taking 

of his head reaffirms the idea of taking another’s power through decapitation.  This act 

shows Finn’s status as warrior and the gift of the head to the High King reinscribes the 

king’s power as provider:  as long as the king has the head, Aillen’s power is controlled. 

Focusing on the musical aspects of this story, three insights deserve comment.  

The first insight is genre and application of the music.  The villain Aillen uses suantraí, 

the music of sleep and meditation.94  It’s effects render the victims weak and confused, 

leaving them vulnerable to attack.  Aillen’s use of suantraí causes all citizens of Tara to 

fall into a sleep so deep that they are unable to flee while the town burns.  In this passage, 

emphasis is placed on the music, rather than on the fire.  In this particular situation, the 

genuine fear and terror surrounds the musical effects, illustrating the magnitude of the 

power of music.   

The second consideration is the specific use of the timpán & flute.  It is clear that 

Aillen was a musician in some compacity – with his connection to both the flute and the 

timpán – and therefore knowledgeable of how music can be used magically.  Within this 

story, the timpán is the instrument implemented as the weapon.95  The use of the timpán 

                                                           
94 Suantraí is the most common type of music used in the form of a weapon. 
95 The timpán was a plucked instrument with three to eight brass strings over a flat, drum body with a short 

neck.  The instrument could be tuned with pegs attached at the top of the strings, similar to a violin.  

Eventually, with the adoption of the bow in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, the timpán would be played 

both plucked – with the player’s nails or a plectrum – and bowed.  

    Ann Buckley, “Music and Musicians,” 166.  
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itself carries certain connotations.  The musical hierarchy system is one example of the 

significance of specific instruments, showing which instruments were more desired and 

valued.  In the social hierarchy of musicians, the highest honor was given to a harp 

player.  However, if a chief did not have a harpist within his court, a timpán player was 

considered a replacement of equal stature.  As Ó hAllmhuráin comments, “both 

[musicians] had a legal honour price of four cows.”96  The association with the hierarchy 

system assigns an instrument with a certain amount of power – meaning the higher value 

of an instrument, the stronger its musical effects.  The instrumental selection adds to the 

power of the chosen genre of music, creating stronger effects. 

Additionally, the importance of a timpán player is reflected in the laws that 

protected both the harp and timpán musicians.  The status of the harp and timpán player 

was so significant that there was a legal edict to protect these musicians, their way of life, 

and their connection to the courts.  The following passage describes the punishment and 

compensation in the event that any person is attacked or harmed.  Within the Brehon 

laws, it is stated that 

[if] the top of his finger, from the root of the nail, or above the black, has 

been cut off a person, he is entitled to compensation for his injured body 

and a fine for his /outraged/ honour in proportion to the severity of the 

wounds. If the blood has been drawn when cutting his nail off, he is entitled 

to the fine for blood-shedding for it. If it be from the black /circle/ out that 

his nail has been taken of him, he is entitled for the same fine as for a white 

/or blood-less/ blow; and if he be a timpánist, then there is a quill /or 

feather/ nail for him besides, by way of restitution.97 

                                                           
96 Ó hAllmhuráin, Pocket History, 15-16. 

Cattle and livestock were important in the appearance of wealth. 
97 Otto Andersson, "The Bowed Harp of Trondheim Cathedral and Related Instruments in East and West," 

The Galpin Society Journal, 23 (August 1970), 31 Accessed: June 1, 2017, 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/842060. 

Brehon Law included the statutes which governed everyday life in Early Medieval Ireland.  It started as an 

oral tradition and was later altered and written down by Christian monks. 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/842060
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An important part of this passage is the direct comment about the timpán musician, “and 

if he be a timpánist, then there is a quill /or feather/ nail for him besides, by way of 

restitution.”98  As traits of the hand are required for performing the timpán, any damage 

to those features would cause the musician to lose his/her method of income and status 

within the court.  According to the law, the abuser was punished and the victim was 

compensated financially and physically with a replacement for his injured nail or finger.   

The high status and legal protections for a timpán player reiterate the importance 

of music and the musician.  In Fionn and Aillén, that importance is emphasized when 

Aillen employs the timpán as a weapon to destroy Tara.  Aillen has both a flute and a 

timpán; but he intentionally chooses the timpán as a weapon.  Intentionality is key here, 

and reveals the status of the timpán: stating that the timpán is more powerful than the 

flute and thus the better choice as a weapon.   

Conversely, the flute is mentioned as part of the spoils of the battle, but not as a 

weapon or source of power.  Flutes in pre-Christian Irish culture were structurally similar 

to pipe styled instruments, such as the feadán, or whistle.99  The flute’s comparatively 

modest feudal status is confirmed by context: historically, wind musicians were more 

commonly referred to as “providers of entertainment who often performed with string 

players.”100  While harp and timpán players received a high status within society and 

were regarded with respect, whistle and flute players were considered members of the 

                                                           
98 Ibid., 31. 
99 The flute, made of wood or bone, was played straight down with carved holes along the front.  The 

tuning was dependent on the length of the flute.   
100 Ann Buckley, “Music and Musicians,” 171. 
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more impoverished classes, with lower status.  The flute’s lower hierarchical status 

lessens its symbolic power and its efficiency as a weapon.  Though the flute can be used 

for a magical purpose, its function in this story is as a trophy of battle and further 

affirmation of Aillen’s musical power.   

The third instance of music’s symbolic power is the giving of instruments to the 

High King.  In pre-Christian Celtic warrior culture, it was common to collect objects or 

body parts as spoils of war, offered to the king as a sign of loyalty and respect.101  It was 

likewise common for the warrior to keep other spoils as well.  Thus, it is significant that 

Finn presents the head of Aillen as proof and as a trophy of war, but equally significant 

that he presents Aillen’s instruments as well.  The defeat of Aillen, symbolized by the 

taking of his head, is not itself sufficient to allay fears of his return: only by taking his 

instruments as spoil can Finn negate Aillen’s musical power.   

 

  

                                                           
101 Haywood, The Celts, 20. 
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The Chase of Slieve Fuad 

 

The Chase of Slieve Fuad is one part of a three-part poetical tale, also found 

within the Finn Cycle.102  In this story, Ailna seeks revenge for the death of her husband 

and plots to destroy the Fena.103  She transforms herself into a deer and leads the Fena, 

who are hunting in the forest next to the Slieve Fuad Mountains, into a trap where her 

brother, Dryantore the giant and enchanter, is waiting.  When a mist appears within the 

forest, the members of the Fena become lost and cannot find their leader.  Soon, “low and 

sweet fairy music” starts to play causing all the Fena to fall into a trance and later into a 

death-like sleep.104  Eventually, they wake up inside a hollowed mountain, disoriented 

and frail.  Ailna and her brother take Finn and Dara, a talented musician, to a dungeon 

within the mountain to await their fate.   

Denied food or water and with the giant’s musical spell plaguing them, Finn and 

Dara are left weak and unable to move.  However, learning of Dara’s abilities as a 

musician, the giant orders Dara to perform.  Dara begins talking with the giant and tricks 

him into releasing Finn and Dara from the music’s spells in return for a performance.  

Dara and Finn regain their strength and ability to move.  The Fena, in turn regaining their 

strength from Dara’s performance, hear the melodies and follow the sound to try to 

rescue their leader.  Unfortunately, as the Fena approach their leader and the giant, Dara’s 

music becomes dull and the music stops.  All the Fena are instantly weakened and frozen 

                                                           
102 Joyce, Old Celtic Romances, 252-265. 
103 Fionn Mac Cumhaill or Finn Mac Cumhaill is the Irish name; Finn MacCool is the English translation.  

The Fianna, the members of Finn’s tribe are also known as the Fena. 
104 Joyce, Old Celtic Romances, 254. 
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in their current stance.  Angered, the giant kills members of the Fena while their leader is 

forced to watch.   

Eventually, a member of the Fena, Conan, learns that the cure for the musical 

spell is drinking from a golden drinking-horn.  Distracting the giant, Conan gives the 

drinking-horn to Finn and to another member of the Fena, Oscar.  The giant returns to see 

Conan giving the horn to the Fena and lets out an enraged roar.  Ailna rushes to save her 

brother, only to be struck with such grief and fear that she falls and dies immediately.  A 

fierce battle takes place between Oscar and the giant, ending with the giant’s demise.  

Finn and the Fena rejoice and celebrate with a feast.  The next day everyone wakes up in 

the forest where they began their journey. 

Throughout this story, Finn and various members of the Fena engage in multiple 

acts of heroism which demonstrate their skills as warriors.  Separated from their leader, 

they do whatever they can to find Finn, even entering knowingly into a dangerous 

situation.  Through cunning strategy and courage, Finn, Dara, Conan, and Oscar are able 

to trick Dryantore and ultimately kill him.  When the conflict is over, the surviving 

members of the Fena celebrated their heroic efforts with a feast, consistent with the 

victory feasts described in Gaul and other pre-Christian Irish cultures.105 

The custom of head-hunting recurs within this story.  After capturing all of the 

Fena, Dryantore kills and beheads several of the Fena, stating that he would kill a few 

members each day until there were no more Fena.  Dryantore collects the heads of the 

                                                           
105 Haywood, The Celts, 45. 
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warriors and displays their remains to Finn, causing him great sadness, and further 

symbolizing his dominance over the hero. 

Music likewise plays a key role in several aspects of this story.  The first aspect 

concerns the specific characters employing music as magic.  One such musician, 

Dryantore, is supernatural while the other musician, Dara, is human.  Though Dryantore 

is not described as a musician, he is in control of the music itself, who is affected by it, 

and how they are affected – granting him the title of musician.  His status as a 

supernatural enchanter and his invocation of music to weaken the Fena are consistent 

with the ideas of music’s symbolic power.  The giant is only tricked when he frees Dara 

from his musical paralysis long enough to perform.   

Dara, on the other hand, is directly described as a musician.  His talent and skill 

are emphasized from the beginning and again while he is imprisoned.  Dara’s purpose 

during the opening hunt is solely to perform and entertain the hunters.  Finn and the Fena 

find it essential for Dara to accompany them in their hunt.  This illustrates the importance 

of the musician’s role within the tribe.  After Finn and the Fena are trapped by the giant 

and his sister, Dara’s symbolic stature as a musician is re-emphasized.  Dara is thrown 

into the same cell as Finn, and separated from the rest of the warriors.  Dara, perceived as 

an important figure within the tribe, is imprisoned in the same conditions as his leader, 

Finn.   

Equally significant is the type of music employed.  The giant Dryantore uses 

suantraí, the music of sleep and meditation.  The instrumentation Dryantore employs is 
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not specified:  the only description is of “a low, sweet strain of fairy music.”106  The 

association with fairy music and the intentional detail that the music is caused by an 

enchanter evokes the power of the supernatural.107  This music is created not by a human, 

but by an enchanter, which removes the need for a specific instrument or of a distinct 

sound.  It is worth remembering that, exclusive of a particular instrument or user, music 

in the context of this work is organized sound.108  Because he is an enchanter, Dryantore 

has the capacity to charm the Fena through a variety of magical spells, not dependent 

upon music.  However, he specifically and intentionally chooses to use music to cause the 

Fena to fall asleep and become paralyzed.  This choice illustrates Dryantore’s belief that 

music has a stronger and more powerful effect compared to other magical spells, 

continuing the relevance of music’s power within pre-Christian Irish culture. 

A closer discussion of the Fena’s first reaction to the fairy music provides 

additional insights.  At first, the music distracts all who hear it, and once the members 

began to focus on the music they became silent: 

When the noise ceased, the music began again more sweetly than before; so 

that they felt heavy, and as if inclined to sleep.  Still more drowsy and 

powerless they became as they listened; and at last they all three sank on 

the ground, in a trance deep and deathlike.109 

 

This passage provides critical detail about certain effects of suantraí.  Although this 

genre of music is described, by definition, as relaxing and peaceful, it can be used to 

cause more explicitly negative effects including the sensation of being sick, weak, and 

                                                           
106 Joyce, Old Celtic Romances, 254. 
107 The term “fairy” describes anyone or anything from the Other World. 
108 Albright, Panaesthetics, 174. 
109 Joyce, Old Celtic Romances, 254. 
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disoriented.110  Finn and the Fena remain in this state until they are given the antidote, 

through drinking from an enchanted, golden drinking horn. 

Unlike Dryantore, Dara uses a specific instrument, the timpán, to counter the 

effects of the giant’s music.  However, the type of music Dara uses – whether it is 

suantraí, goltraí, or geantraí – is unclear.  It is only stated that the paralysis created by 

the giant’s music is temporarily lifted and that the Fena regain the strength to search for 

their leader.  We are not told which of the canonic genres he employs, only that Dara 

performs in such a way as to counter the effects of the giant’s suantraí music.  As 

discussed earlier, the timpán has a high status within the music and musician hierarchy.  

It is clear that the Fena love Dara and that Dara holds a respected role within the tribe.  

His use of the timpán confirms his status.   

Dara’s talent is emphasized many times throughout the story.  After being 

imprisoned, Dryantore learns about Dara’s skill as a musician and demands to hear if the 

claims about him are true.  But Dara refuses to perform unless he can negotiate his and 

Finn’s relief from the musical spell. 

Dara then played a low, sweet tune; and Dryantore, who had never before 

heard such music, listened with delight and wonder.  He was so charmed 

that he called Ailna and Glanlua, that they also might hear; and they were 

as much delighted as the giant.111 

 

Although Dara’s performance entertains his captors, he also uses his music as a 

distraction and to call for the other Fena members.  Dara’s music gave the Fena 

strength and they began to search and shout for their leader.  Dryantore reimposes 

                                                           
110 Ó hAllmhuráin, Pocket History, 17. 
111 Joyce, Old Celtic Romances, 259. 
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the musical spell upon Dara and Finn so that “their strength departed; and Dara’s 

hand, losing its cunning, trembled on the strings, so that his music became dull 

and broken.”112  Dara’s physical ability is emphasized both in victory when he 

lulls the giant, and in defeat as he begins to weaken and lose his own musical 

power. 

As Finn realizes that there is no escape and that death is imminent, he asks 

Dara “to play one of his sweet, sad tunes, that they might hear the music of his 

timpán before they died.”113  This request, at a moment of imminent death, reveals 

the impressive power that musical sound was felt to carry.  Through Dara’s music 

Finn and the Fena’s fear could be relieved and they could rejoice in their 

remaining time together.  Dara’s heroic strength is likewise revealed in this 

moment; he is able to perform and move his tribe, even though he is still under 

Dryantore’s spell.114   

Dryantore hears the sweet music and is again distracted, leaving behind 

the antidote to the musical spell, to get closer to Dara.  A member of the Fena, 

Conan, steals the drinking horn, lies to Dryantore, and frees both Finn and Dara 

from the spell.  The heroes’ escape is made possible through Dara’s skilled 

performance, employing music as a strategic tool of supernatural power. 

                                                           
112 Ibid., 259. 
113 Ibid., 263. 
114 “And Dara took his timpan, and began to play and historians say that no one either before or since ever 

played sweeter strains.” 

     Ibid., 263. 
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This chapter has discussed some musical customs within pre-Christian 

Irish warrior culture and how those customs affected status within the hierarchy 

system of the tribes.  Analysis of the warrior tales Fionn and Aillén and The 

Chase of Slieve Fuad, has confirmed, within pre-Christian society, the power of 

music as a weapon.  The connotation of weaponry and the warrior customs 

practiced within pre-Christian Irish culture adds strength to the symbolic power of 

music.   
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CHAPTER FIVE 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

 

In this work, I have investigated the trope of ‘music as magic’ in pre-Christian 

Irish culture – analyzing specific stories from the Cycles of folklore, unpacking the 

historical and cultural context, and focusing on the importance of music as a tool of status 

within society and as a symbolic power.115  My analysis has shown how music was 

perceived and treated within pre-Christian Irish folklore and reveals a deeper connotation 

and understanding of music within the overall culture.   

Chapter One provided the background knowledge and general information 

necessary to understand the overall work.  Because I focused my research on analyzing 

folk stories, the next chapter addressed the function of folklore within society.  Chapter 

Two explained this function within pre-Christian Irish culture, emphasizing in the 

significance of the role of a folk story as a life lesson – especially for children.  While 

folklore is one type of teaching tool, another important tool is religion.  Chapter Three 

discussed the Irish deities, specifically Dagda, Lugh, and Brigid, their roles in Irish 

religion and mythology, and their effect on the symbolic power of music.  Chapter Four 

examined the concept of music as a weapon, illustrating the status of the musician in pre-

Christian Irish culture as well as the symbolic power associated with certain instruments.  

The focus of this Concluding chapter is to remind the reader of the process of research, 

the specific items analyzed, the insights from the analysis, and the final results.  

                                                           
115 Cycles refers to the four Cycles mentioned in Chapter 1:  Mythological, Ulster, King, and Fianna. 
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The stories that I analyzed came from the Mythological Cycle, Ulster Cycle, and 

Fianna Cycle.  These Cycles are found in several manuscripts:  Lebor na hUidre, The 

Great Book of Lecan, The Book of Hy Many, and The Book of Ballymote at the Royal 

Irish Academy; The Book of Leinster and The Yellow Book of Lecan at Trinity College; 

and the Rawlinson manuscript, in the Bodleian Library at Oxford University  

All of the original Irish stories in my analysis were written in Old or Middle Irish.  

Most of these manuscripts can be found on the Corpus of Electronic Texts (CELT) 

written in Middle Irish as well as in Modern Irish or English translations.116  Because I 

am not fluent in Irish, for the specific stories not translated to English, I used secondary 

sources.  I chose Marie Heaney’s Over Nine Waves: A Book of Irish Legends because it 

contains stories from the four main Cycles and provides descriptions and the history of 

the Cycles; it may be categorized as a literary source.  I chose Gearóid Ó hAllmhuráin’s 

Pocket History of Irish Traditional Music because he focuses on the history of Ireland’s 

musical development, provides examples of folk stories that describe the different types 

of music, and can be categorized as an academic source.  I chose P.W. Joyce’s Old Celtic 

Romances: Tales from Irish Mythology because it includes stories from the four main 

Cycles, but more specifically, includes stories that are not necessarily a part of the Irish 

literary ‘canon.’  As I have said, Joyce’s book is over 100 years old which implies that 

some literary license may be been taken; however, the stories were personally selected 

and translated from manuscripts at Trinity College and the Royal Irish Academy and are 

                                                           
116 "CELT,” http://www.ucc.ie/celt/. Accessed:  January 15, 2016. 

http://www.ucc.ie/celt/
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sufficiently important to my research that I believe they can, with critical caution, be 

usefully employed. 

 Several scholars influenced my choices in methodology and analysis.  Among 

those scholars are Ann Buckley, Dáithí Ó hÓgáin, and Gearóid Ó hAllmhuráin.  Each of 

these scholars provided insight on a specific aspect of music and historical context that 

led to certain revelations of the power of music.  I also employed both secondary sources, 

such as articles and particular books that expanded on specific topics, and tertiary sources 

that provided historical information along with an index of other possible sources.   

My methodology involved textual analysis and close readings of the chosen 

stories.  When choosing stories, I began by searching for ‘music’ and ‘sound’ within the 

various texts.  This led to a large collection of stories.  To narrow this pool further, I 

searched for the word ‘magic’ within the collection and found ten stories.  The next level 

of investigation involved searching for the words, ‘happy,’ ‘sad,’ and ‘sleep,’ which led 

to the six stories that are analyzed.  After choosing the items, I examined each story as a 

complete narrative and then went back to more closely examine the framing of the 

musical elements within the story.  This implicated historical or cultural context, 

understanding the connotations within the context, and using that context to interpret 

symbolic meaning of each musical element within the stories.   

Throughout this work, we have seen that four elements support and elaborate the 

concept of music as a symbolic power:  genre of music, application of music; 

instrumentation, and the character employing the music.  Regarding goltraí, geantraí, and 

suantraí, we learned that each genre creates certain emotional and physical effects on 
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either creatures, beings, seasons, or earthly elements.  The selection of a certain genre 

shows a character’s understanding of the potential power of that genre of and provides 

clues to intention and personality traits. 

An important insight about genres in the Cycles is the application of the music, 

whether it be simple entertainment, folk-related lesson, relaxation/meditation, for the 

creation of happiness, or for use as a weapon.  Within the context of this work, we 

observed various patterns of usage.  One pattern involved using suantraí – the music of 

sleep and meditation – as a weapon, usually by causing the enemy to fall asleep or 

become weakened.  Another pattern involved using geantraí – the music of happiness – 

to overcome personal tragedy and find a purpose in life.   

When examining instrumentation, we discovered a musical hierarchy pertaining 

to the status of instruments and associations of power with that instrument.  For example, 

due to this status, the harp or timpán would be a better choice for a musical weapon 

compared to a flute.  Thus, there is an intentionality in the choice of instrument for 

magical purposes.  While any instrument or voice can be used to create magical music, 

certain instruments have more power and can create a stronger response.   

The last element is the character making the music.  In the Cycles, any type of 

being can use music in a magical way; however, the character must have the proper 

abilities.  We saw that supernatural beings and deities not only have the natural ability to 

use magic in general, but also frequently choose specifically to use music as a magical 

method.  This reinforces the concept of music as a power.  In the examples, Tochmare 

Étaine and Ciann Lir, it is shown that after the characters are cursed, they are able to use 
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music in a magical way.  These examples connect music as power and to the magical 

abilities associated with supernatural beings.  We also saw that extremely talented, 

human musicians were able to use music in a magical way and were highly respected; 

music thus placed a specific honor or status on that character within the social hierarchy.   

Storytelling began as an oral/aural tradition; in the wake of more modern art 

forms and technology, stories could be ‘performed’ in various ways; through plays, 

operas or instrumental music, books, visual art, etc.  Such usage continues in 

contemporary mass media, such as in television and films.  Though the focus in this work 

has been on music as magic in pre-Christian Irish culture, echoes of this trope occur in 

later sources that are consistent within the folk stories I have analyzed.  An example of 

this is the movie Waking Ned Devine (1998).117 

The climactic sequence of the film illustrates the connection between music and 

magic.  In this scene, the members of a village in Western Ireland all come together to 

celebrate their fortune with a céili – a social gathering usually involving music and dance.  

While they celebrate, the antagonist of the film, the village ‘witch,’ tries to ruin their 

happiness and steal their fortune.  At the same time that the witch approaches a phone 

booth to report the village for lying to the lottery, cross-cuts reveal that the members of 

the village are dancing and playing fast, lively music.  As the music becomes more 

intense and reaches the climax of the tune, a car hits the phone booth that the witch is in 

and pushes the phone booth off the cliff, into the ocean, killing her.  With the witch 

unable to report the village, the villagers are left with their happy ending. 

                                                           
117 Waking Ned Devine.  Directed by Kirk Jones (1998; London, UK:  Tomboy Films, 1998), DVD. 
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There is a direct and intentional subtext linking the two subscenes.  The film 

directors have intentionally intercut between the music of geantraí and the events that 

lead to the witch’s death.  This scene in Waking Ned Devine confirms that the concept of 

music as a symbolic power, as seen in pre-Christian Irish sources, still exists within 

storytelling practices of modern Ireland. 

In pre-Christian Irish culture, music meant more than just a physical sound, or a 

form of entertainment.  There was a perception and understanding that music held a 

power that could literally control people, seasons, and the earth.  This concept of power 

reveals music’s importance and status. 

This study has relevance for different academic areas.  One area is the topic itself.  

My work adds to other scholarship involving music as magic.  This type of research can 

similarly be applied to other Northern European cultures that have the same or similar 

tropes and concepts of music.  Another area with relevance is the methodology that I 

used.  I employed rhetorical and textual analysis, specifically focusing on music within in 

literary sources.  This process could be used by other scholars interested in themes of 

music within a literary perspective.  It could also be used for scholarship involving any 

type of art in literary texts.   

My analysis of the trope of music as a symbolic power shows the various ways 

that folklore shaped perceptions of music in both pre-Christian and modern Ireland.  

Though my analysis develops from the work of previous scholars, their literature focuses 

on poetry and folk literature to investigate the poet’s status or to discuss the different 

types of musical genres involved with magical music.  My research, on the other hand, 
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brings a musical awareness within the same literary text, focusing on the musician, 

musical instrumentation, and musical sounds.  This work will further existing scholarly 

knowledge of the topic, as well as related research on medieval Irish secular and sacred 

music.  My research is just the beginning of what is possible within the study of music in 

folk literature. 
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